BENGAL CAT / KITTEN PET SALES CONTRACT & GUARANTEE

We continually strive to produce only the best quality in our Bengals and are pleased to offer carefully bred kittens to our discerning
buyers. All of our Bengals are fully guaranteed and come with complete sales contract and health guarantee and will be current on
vaccinations.
This Bengal kitten/cat is guaranteed not to have,Tritrichomonas,Coccidia,Giardia.
Under no circumstances will this cat or kitten be sold, leased or given away to any pet shop,research laboratory, Humane
Society, or similar facility.
Under no circumstances is this Bengal to be destroyed without prior notification of Linda Francone.
In the event that the owner can no longer care for this cat, Linda Francone will be notified.
This Bengal will be kept indoors and not be allowed to roam freely outside.
If this cat or kitten is found to be neglected or mistreated, Buyer will surrender said cat or kitten to Linda Francone,unconditionall
This cat or kitten cannot be shown without permission of Linda Francone.
Bengal will NEVER be declawed, as the amputation procedure is a painful mutilation.
Seller: Linda Francone
Angels Camp,CA. 95222
E-Mail LindaLBowie@aol.com
209-785-0669
www.angelsiambengalcats.com
Todays Date
Buyers Name:
Color Markings
Brown /Spotted
Other
Sold as a Pet ( not to be used for breeding
Sex: Male
Female
Altered
Yes
No
Litter Registration #
Brith Date:
Sires Name:
Sires Registration #
Dam Name:
Dams Registration #
Price
Deposit
Balance
Terms if any
This kitten/cat has no life threatening illnesses from careful observation and attention on the part of the Seller.
1. Buyer agrees to keep this kitten in a safe and healthy environment and to provide proper nutrition and treated as a
family pet with proper love and affection.
2. Kitten/cat must be housed in quarters large enough and interesting enough to provide comfort,entertainment and
exercise.
3. If a kitten is sold as a breeder prospect, kitten will come with TICA registration documents.
4. It is important that potential owners understand the activity level and type of personality your Bengals possess. If you
are looking for a lap cat, your Bengal kitten/cat are certainly great lap warmers, but they also require a lot of exercise and
interaction with their humans. Like all kittens, they are very curious, and feel the need to explore everything in their
environment. An older kitten or young adult could be considered if one is looking for a less active Bengal. Since they are out
of the boisterous kitten stage, they can be great pets for someone who wants this breed of cat but would prefer not to go
through the kitten stage.
Kitten Evaluation and Sales Information
5. Buyer is aware that stress of moving the kitten could cause a break out of cold-like symptoms and or symptoms like
coccidian.
6. Buyer agrees to the following: If kitten is purchased as a pet only and leaves here not nutered or spayed, this will apply
buyer agrees to have kitten spayed or neutered by the age of 5 months old. Proof of alter must be signed and dated by a
veterinarian and provided to Seller. I will be holding the registration papers until proof of altering, then at that time the
registration application papers will be furnished to Buyer. If no proof of spay/neuter is provided by the age of 6 months,
7. Buyer agrees to pay the difference to Seller of $1500.00 which is the price difference between a pet and breeder.
8. Please keep in mind, not all pet kittens are breeder quality.

It is the responsibility of the buyer to provide immediate Veterinary care to any kitten/cat showing signs of illness or distress and
failure to do so will render any guarantee null and void.
This kitten/cat is guarantee for 72 hours, No cash refunds after the 72 hour guarantee period
This Bengal cat or kitten is guaranteed to be of sound health and temperament upon arrival, and is guaranteed for a period of 72
hours from time of purchase (arrival) If Vet-checked within that time. It is recommended that the new kitten/cat be in quarantine
during this time, and if the Bengal is found to be medically deficient with an untreatable or life threatening problem within the 72
hour guarantee period, it must be reported to Linda Francone immediately.
However, I am willing to take back any kitten/cat that I have sold at any time after the 72 hour guarantee period, with no refund.
If kitten/cat is returned, upon return of the kitten/cat, it will be replaced with another Bengal of equal value, if no replacement is
available at the time, Linda Francone will have 6 months to furnish a satisfactory replacement.
VACCINATION'S
Vaccinate at 8 weeks with Nobivac: Feline 1 HCP - (Rhinotracheitis,Calicivirus,Panleukopenia)
(Modified live virus)
Re-vaccination 4 weeks after 1st vaccinations
DATE
8 Weeks
DATE
12 Weeks
This Bengal is further guaranteed against genetic defects, for the first year of its life, unknown at the time of while
living with the original owner, and in accordance with the following criteria.
15. If a genetic defect is found to be directly responsible for the severe disability or death of this Bengal during the first years of life,
the kitten/cat will be replaced when:
1) In the case of disability, this Bengal will be replaced only when a licensed Veterinarian certifies the cat’s quality of life to be
severely diminished due to a permanent disability which is the direct result of a genetic defect. A description of the defect and
relevant medical test results indicating the origin of the disability must be included in the disability certification. 2) In the case of
death, this Bengal will be replaced only when a licensed Veterinarian performs an appropriate postmortem and certifies the cause
of death to be the direct result of the genetic defect.
This Bengal is further guaranteed against genetic defects, for the first year of its life, unknown at the time of while living with the
original owner, and in accordance with the following criteria.
GENETIC DEFECT
If a genetic defect is found to be directly responsible for the severe disability or death of this Bengal during the first years of life, the
kitten/cat will be replaced when:
1) In the case of disability, this Bengal will be replaced only when a licensed Veterinarian certifies the cat’s quality of life to be
severely diminished due to a permanent disability which is the direct result of a genetic defect. A description of the defect and
relevant medical test results indicating the origin of the disability must be included in the disability certification.
2) In the case of death, this Bengal will be replaced only when a licensed Veterinarian performs an appropriate postmortem and
certifies the cause of death to be the direct result of the genetic defect.
This Bengal kitten/cat cannot be returned if it has been exposed to another cat that has not been currently been tested negative
for Tritrichomonas (PCR test only)
All costs incurred for the treatment/diagnosis and certification of such conditions will be solely and completely the buyer's
responsibility.
If the kitten/cat has been shipped all shipping costs for return or replacement of this Bengal for any reason are also the buyer's
responsibility.
HCM (Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy)
2. HCM: This cat is guaranteed to not have HCM. It is the Buyer’s responsibility to HCM screen before breeding and follow the
advice of a veterinary cardiologist. Should the cat develop the disease, it will be replaced with a kitten of equal value, up until the
time when it has produced kittens whose total gross sales income totals $4000 or greater. Buyrr agrees to inform Seller of future
HCM results on said cat.
Replacement: if necessary, the cat will be replaced with another cat of comparable quality and value, as available at the discretion
of the Seller. If no replacement is available at that time,Seller will (prioritize) producing a satisfactory replacement within 12 months
time. Buyer may opt to pay more to upgrade the value of the replacement kitten by mutual agreement of the Buyer and Seller.
Buyer pays for shipping related expenses of the replacement, if applied.
3. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most common heart disease of cats, whether they are random bred or pedigreed.
It is a heart muscle disease in which the papillary muscles (the muscles in the left ventricle that anchor the mitral valve) and the
walls of the left ventricle become abnormally thickened. HCM is often a progressive disease, and a proportion of affected cats
develop heart failure if the muscle hypertrophy and subsequent scarring of the heart muscle significantly affects heart function.

IF SOLD AS A BREEDER
Kitten/Cat is sold with breeding rights, a fertility guarantee is in effect.
1. Fertility: Seller guarantees this cat to be fertile and produce viable litters.
2. No guarantee is made against infection that might result in not producing litters,or for any reason or conditions outside
the Sellers control which might result in not reproducing. (example: a younger male being housed too near an older intact
male). Should the cat not be fertile by the age of 24 months, it will be replaced by Seller by providing a mutually agreed upon
kitten or cat. (In event of replacement, rabies, and shipping related expenses will be paid by Buyer).
3. If infertility, the cat may be exchanged for a similar cat/ kitten under the following conditions: Infertility shall not be
determined until the cat has failed to produce offspring after 1 year of attempted breeding. Seller reserves the right to attempt
breeding the cat to a proven mate for a period of 6 months before infertility is conclusively determined. A replacement kitten of
comparable quality and value will be offered after deeming cat infertile.(In event of replacement, rabies, and shipping related
expenses will be paid by Buyer).
No cash refunds will be given.
This transaction and is nontransferable to other parties, except as otherwise stipulated herein.
Signature indicates full agreement of the above terms and conditions.
Contract is legally binding to all parties involved.
It applies only to the Buyer and Seller
If applied all shipping costs are the buyer’s responsibility.
Todays Date
Buyers Name:
Signature of buyer:
Address
Home Phone
Cell Phone
E-Mail
Re-type E- Mail

YOUR KITTEN’S CONTRACT WITH YOU
You will look after me all of my life
You won’t ever abandon me...
You will keep me warm
You will feed me nice food, regularly, and not
let me go hungry
I’ll always have some fresh water to drink
You will take me to the vets if I am ill or hurt
You will keep me safe from the dangerous
places and things in your house
You will keep all your favourite things out of
reach, so I don’t accidentally damage them
You won’t shout at me if I have an ‘accident’,
but will remind me where the litter tray is
You will clean up after me when I walk in my
food, then round the house.
You will clean up after me after I have been
playing in my water bowl
You will teach me which things I can scratch,
and which I can’t
You will give me lots of cuddles
You will give me some toys to play with and a
scratching post.
You will put up with my crying at 3.00am in the
morning for the first couple of nights
You will call me a ‘horror’ but love me to bits.

City

Zip

State

http://www.angelsiambengalcats.com
http://www.bengalcatsofnortherncalifornia.com
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